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My interpretive review is based on the supplied drawings, the kit
material – and an amount of extra material.
This work only illustrates how this ship might be built.The level of
complexity chosen is up to the individual
This resource information was based on the original text supplied by Euromodel and
then expanded in detail as the actual ship was constructed by the author, Peter
Coward. Neither the author or Euromodel have any commercial interest in this
information and it is published on the Euromodel web site in good faith for other
persons who may wish to build this ship. Euromodel does not accept any
responsibility for the contents that follow.
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This is NOT an instructional manual but
illustrates my own interpretation based on
the drawings and the supplied kit.
•

Additional material used was dictated by my own personal choices.

•

Greater simplification would be achieved by using the material as it is supplied.

Reference Texts
Historic Ship Models by Wolfram zu Mondfeld (1989)
Seventeenth Century Rigging by R.C. Anderson (1955) [almost a complete copy of his earlier book The
Rigging of Ships in the Days of the Spritsail Topmast, 1600 – 1720 (1927) ]
The Construction and Fitting of the English Man of War 1650-1850 by Peter Goodwin (1984)
The Masting and Rigging of English Ships of War 1625 – 1860 by James Lee (1984).

Growing Specific Shapes
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BOW OVERVIEW
There are some significant sub-structures at the forward end of a ship from this era ...
•

Prow Deck

•

Bulkhead

•

Stem Post

•

Beakhead

•

Cheeks

•

Hawse Holes

•

Wash Cants.

head rails
hawse holes

cheeks
wash cant
Figure 1: Bow Features

Beakhead
Sometimes referred to as the ‘head’, this ornate
structure also supports a working platform for sailors
working on the bowsprit mast.
Hawse holes
On a number of builds seen, it has been common to
simply drill the required holes through the wales rather
than add over the hull surface a reinforcing plate
containing the holes (Fig. 2). The extra thickness allows
the holes to extend radially outwards to reduce wear on
the ropes.
Figure 2: Hawse Holes Simplified

Wash Cants
These contoured structures were used to protect
the bow stem base from damage that might happen
during raising of the anchors.
They are commonly omitted (forgotten about)
from many builds.
In Fig. 3, the three rails and two cheeks are
evident but not the cant wash.
Figure 3: Absence of Wash Cant
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Chapter 1: PROW DECK
As always and especially here, this is just one interpretation of how the bow area should be built.

Prow Deck Construction Sequence
• The Bowsprit Mast had to be partially completed, sufficient to check its
alignment through into the ship and its fit against the foot of the Foremast,
• A mast collar had to be constructed to fit around the Bowsprit Mast (but not
fixed),
• None of the second planking above the level of the Prow Deck could be
completed until the curved bulwark was in place,
• The curved bulwark could not be added until bulkhead A was fixed,
• The decking planks could only be put in position after the fixing and
shaping of the first planks used to form that curved shape,
• Second planking could now continue along the length of the ship,
• The mast collar was then fixed in position,
• A leading edge was put in place on the forward edge of the deck
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Bowsprit Mast & Collar
Before the Bulkhead A could be placed over the Prow Deck at the bow,
attention was directed towards the bowsprit and its passing through the Prow
Deck.
The following discussion has been copied from Section 6 which contains a complete discussion on masting.
cleats

mast collar

The bowsprit extends through a mast collar on the
deck surface and continues down to touch the
Foremast as shown in Fig. 4. However, the actual
length from the mast collar will depend on your
construction; in this build, the final length was 345
mm. The measurement from Plan Sheet 10 also
indicated a longer length than that shown in Plan
Sheet 6 (of 330 mm.).

Figure 4: Bowsprit Seating

Mast Fitting
Frame 2 (broken blue line) shown in Fig. 4 needs to have the underside surface of its top beam chamfered
(shaded green area) to allow the bowsprit to pass underneath (Fig. 5 below shows more detail).
In order to fit the bowsprit mast in position, three adjustments were required:
• forming a concave channel in the sloping top edge of the false keel lying beneath the Bowsprit,
• creating a curved opening into Frame 2 that will then allow the Bowsprit to pass through, and
• forming a concave surface at the end of the Bowsprit that will allow it to fit against and partially
around the Foremast.
Frame 2

Bowsprit
Foremast

Frame 1
Frame
adjustment
required

Bowsprit lies
in a concave
channel

Figure 5: Adjustments Required to Fit Bowsprit
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Collar Fitting
Figure 6 below illustrates an interpretation of the
bowsprit ‘collar’ on another build for this ship.
Timber is not supplied in the kit and so must be
made from scrap.
mast collar

13 mm.
diameter

Figure 6: Bowsprit Configuration - Lower Section

In this build, there was no space foreward of the
bowsprit mast that would allow the mast collar
to fit in as shown in Fig. 7. That theoretical
space was completely filled with the stem
structure. Fig. 8 shows a simplified version of a
mast ‘collar’ by one builder that addresses this
problem.

Figure 7: Space Between Bowsprit and Stem

As in Fig. 8, this build also had far more space on the
deck at the rear of the bowsprit than the above
drawing would suggest. Not sure if this was a
production fault from Euromodel or my building
technique. Either way, it was not a problem.

The solution was to carve out a close-fitting mast
collar with a small opening at the foreward end (Fig.
9) to allow the bowsprit mast to seat against the
stem. The opposite end of the collar had to be
adjusted (broken red line) when fitting against
bulkhead A.

Figure 8: Simplified Bowsprit Mast Collar

Figure 9: Bowsprit Mast Collar

Before installation, the mast collar had cuts put into the surface to represent a number of planks.
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Bulkhead A Installation
It should be noted that the following rationale was used …
•

The bulkhead was best installed before the curved bulwark of the Prow Deck was constructed.

•

This interfered with the installation of the main deck which had been left out due to the debris
created by the forming of all the gun ports. Those carriages actually on the gun deck particularly
had to be installed after their gun ports were constructed. The second planking on the outside of
the hull had to be carried out before the upper gun ports were constructed. Again there was to be
a mass of debris. The carriages needed to be installed on the gun deck without too much more
mess ‘rained’ down onto that surface.
The main deck had to be slightly shortened at each end to allow their installation. The cut-off
ends could then be glued back into position after the deck was fixed in position.

The height of the supplied plywood
piece was approx. 68 mm. This
generous dimension allowed for a final
adjustment after rails have been fitted
on top of the forward bulwarks. From
the drawings, the finished height seemed
to be approx. 60.5 mm.

The bulkhead was given a curve as
shown in Plan Sheet 5 by using a little
‘wetting and pressing’. The various
Figure 10: Bulkhead A Drawing
openings
(doors,
windows
and
allowance for catheads) were then
constructed and both sides covered completely with 0.5 x 6 mm planking, sanded and trimmed to the
plywood size. However, some final size reduction was necessary to conform to the shape of the frame
behind it.

Apart from the obvious vertical metal decorations, the front surface of the bulkhead was also to be
adorned at a later stage with a number of wood strips. [a 4 x 2 mm. with a 6 x 1 mm. was used at a later
stage]. The doors were formed by laminating a few pieces of scrap plywood with 4 x 0.5 mm. strips and
then edging with more of the same strip material. Addition of hinges added the finishing touch.

This planked but ornamentation-bare bulkhead was then installed so that the second planking
above the ‘first’ wale would overlap the side edges of this bulkhead producing a neater finish. Also,
with the curvature in place, fitting of the bulkhead would have been near impossible.
10
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Fig. 11 shows the bulkhead in its initial stages – the Prow Deck curved margin plank is still to be put in
place.

Figure 11: Bulkhead A in Position

Finishing of Bulkhead A is discussed in FW.INT.05.v1
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Top Head Rail Preparation
Refer to the ‘Bow Overview’ at the beginning of this file for general beakhead terminology. The top head
rails of the beakhead are something that need to be prepared by the builder from ‘scrap material’.

It was necessary to carve these now
so that the fitting of material on or
around the Prow Deck could be
checked.
For this exercise, European Walnut
was selected – good to carve and
readily available. Without question
there are other timbers that could be
used and if this is to be painted over,
then timber colour & texture will not
be a problem.

Figure 12: One Side of Block Showing Side View

For each of the two top rails, the block used was 25 x 50 x 145 mm. although most of this will be
removed during the carving. The notes on the following pages are well worth reading before and cutting
out occurs.

Figure 13: Rail Side View Cut-Out

Figure 14: One Side of Block Showing Top View
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•

Figs. 12 & 13 (above) illustrates the rail
side view imposed on the 50 x 145 mm.
side of the block.

•

Fig. 14 (left) illustrates the rail top view
imposed on the 25 x 145 mm. side of the
block.
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Interpretation of the drawings indicated a rectangular cross-section for these two rails with the outer
surface on each carved inwards producing a raised edge – a considerable amount of accurate carving
required. The following photos (Fig. 15) show an approximate rectangular section with strongly rounded
edges almost becoming somewhat circular. It was decided to follow this simplification used by other
builders.
The yellow arrow in the top photo is referred to in the following text …

Figure 15: Two Interpretations of the Top Rail Cross-Section

There was a ‘problem’ where the two rails came together over
the lion’s head (Fig. 16). The scroll portion (red shading) at
the very foreward end of the top rail was in line with the rest
of the rail (shaded yellow) and so did not/ could not form a
continuous mass. A larger mass of timber present in the initial
carving (blue shading) would then have allowed for some
radical bevelling to fit with the other side. Hindsight would
have been useful here.

Figure 16: Allowing for Extra Material in
the Top Rail

The top photo in Fig. 15 with the yellow arrow shows how
one builder brought the two top rails together without any
bevelling ..... and this still creates a suitable completion .... but
does not follow the drawings.
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Alternative approach:
Having carved the two top rails, it was decided then to carefully remove the forward portions and
substitute both pieces with one common carving (Fig. 17) that more closely resembles the drawings.
A short length of 10 mm. walnut rod was used…
• reduced to 9 mm. in centre tapering to 7.5 mm. either side.
• both ends were bevelled so that the length on one side was 10 mm. and the shorter side 7 mm.
• each end had a spiral shape carved into them

removed

substituted

Figure 17: Modification of Top Rail

Figure 18: Rails Together but not Fixed
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Prow Bulwark
The partial curvature of planking around both sides of the prow deck is something best done after fitting
bulkhead A. With the curvature in place, the bulkhead could not be fitted.
Now was the stage at which the curved prow deck bulwark (Fig. 19) was fitted by using some pieces of
first planking. Its final curved configuration would depend on the shape/ curve of the top rail described
previously.

Figure 19: Three Views of the Curved Bulkhead

Figure 3
•

work experimental – adjustments to be
made (see Fig. 20, 21)

•

top surface of bulwark follows curve of
under surface of rail

•

bulwark follows curve of Prow Deck
Figure 20: Bulwark Side View
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Distance (yellow arrow in Fig. 21) from edge of
bow stem to cut off edge of bulwark was 45.5 mm.

First planking packing needed along
bulkhead side edges. When the head
top rail & head metal ornamentation
are both placed against this corner,
most of the extra first planking edge
will be beveled out of existence !
Figure 21: Bulwark Shaping

Second Planking Upwards
Now that the lower hull had been completed along
with the prow deck curvature, it was time to
consider the planking (and the final wale – 2 x 5
mm.) above the ‘first’ wale.

last of four wales to be put in place
‘first’ wale put in place

Figure 22: Planking Above the 'First' Wale

As can be seen in Fig. 23
(yellow arrow), the final wale
partially around the prow deck
in this build covered the
bottom section of the curved
bulwark and was pre-painted
black before being fixed in
position. Still to be added
though are the ‘fixing bolts’
(much-shortened nails) along
the length – Fig. 22 above.

Bulwark section broken off both
sides and need to be replaced !

Figure 23: Final Wale in Position
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Prow Deck Margin Plank
Historically, the curved margin plank on the bow is ‘joggled’ (i.e. the deck
planks are let into a number of notches in the margin plank). The red line in
Fig. 24 partially shows this technique but is best left to only the most
ardent enthusiast.

Figure 24: Joggled Plank

Alternative 1: No Margin Plank
The most straightforward kit approach would be to plank the
deck and not construct a curved margin plank at all. This is
evident in Fig. 25 where a wale is level with the deck. If the
wale was in a slightly different position, then suitable timbers
could be chosen to finish off the appearance around the deck.
Figure 25: No Margin Plank

Alternative 2: Simplified Margin Plank
Before planking the Prow Deck, the margin plank was carved out of solid timber. A vertically mounted
Dremel with a suitable cutting tool (Fig. 26) changed a difficult task into a simple one. To allow for the
position of the bowsprit mast, the margin plank was made from two halves (Fig. 28 below).
Margin plank overlap

Figure 27: Prow Deck Edge
end view
Figure 26: Underside Cutting
of the Margin Plank

top view

Figure 28: Margin Planks
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In producing these two
‘margin
planks’,
the
thickness wsas reduced
down to 0.8 mm.
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Margin Plank – a work in progress
Straight off the work bench with much finishing off to do ... so a mass of imperfections are highly
evident.

Curved bulwark
showing second
planking either
side of the first
planking.
Margin plank on forward edge of
Prow Deck. Planking will fill the
space between this and the bulkhead
aft of it.

Figure 29: Working on the Prow Deck

Prow Deck Planking
Technically, the supplied 0.5 x 6 mm. deck planking supplied should have been used, but to suit the 0.8
mm. thickness of the margin planking, some 1.0 x 6 mm. material was used.

Figure 30: Prow Deck Planking Completed
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Chapter 2: UPPER DECK CONSTR. (Part 2)
Activity Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

waterways fixed in position along visible deck surfaces
finalized second planking on exterior of ship
second planking (where visible) of internal bulwark surfaces above Main Deck
finalized height of upper edge of bulwarks along ship length
added lateral supports for poop deck
Main Deck gun port openings were finalized and battens added
Remaining gun ports finalized and battens added
Planksheer (foot rails) added on top of bulwarks
Main Deck grates fixed in position
some Main Deck carriages installed under Quarter & Forecastle Decks
carved and installed two of the three deck beams – Quarter & Forecastle Decks
Quarter Deck halves installed and planked

Deck Drainage
Scuppers (outlet channels for storm & waste
water accumulating on decks) and waterways
are important historically but are features many
builders ignore.

A: Scuppers
Three scuppers occur on each of two deck levels
but were constructed at a later stage.
Figure 31: Scuppers

B: Waterways
There is also the aspect of waterways – the concave timber strip between the vertical bulwark and the
‘horizontal’ deck that forms a drainage channel along each side of the deck. Open gaps were allowed
along each length for the scupper drains (all underneath a gun carriage). Again, this important drainage
feature is not often seen. Rather than spend the time constructing a concave strip, a flat timber was placed
along the deck – another shortcut.

Figure 32: Scupper Position on Main Deck
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Completing the Exterior Second Planking

Reflective Comment
Building this ship directly from the kit, many builders will …
• add one layer of first planking, then …
• add one layer of first planking on the exterior surface of the hull, then …
• add one layer of first planking on the visible portions on interior surfaces of the bulwarks,
• possibly leave the frame ‘upper arms’ in position ?
The ‘upper arms’ of each frame are important in that they determine the contouring of the upper hull
shape. However, once this has been achieved, they are no longer required – especially where they
themselves are visible. Many of them were removed and another layer of first planking added in
their place. That way, the wall strength was preserved.

Fig 33 illustrates removal of the ‘upper arms’ and substitution with double first planking.

single first planking – still
to be doubled
double first planking

extra timber added for deck
support because of double
thickness of first planking

broken off
‘upper arm’
extra timber
required for
deck support

Figure 33: Preparation for Placement of Quarter Deck
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Interior Second Planking
Without any difficulty, this
planking was quite straightforward
although time consuming. The only
difference here in this build was
that with a double thickness of first
planking, a channel was able to be
created in the walls (Fig. 34) into
which the contoured quarter and
upper quarter decks could be slid.
Figure 34: Slot in Inner Wall to Accomodate Deck

Dust & Debris
This is a hindsight comment … before cutting back the excess hull side timbers to produce the line of
bulwarks, it would have been far better to have sealed off the Main Deck and gun ports to prevent most
of the resultant waste material from entering the Gun Deck space. If this was a pure scratch build, then
none of the decks would have gone in until the hull was finished. However, as a kit build, the supplied
laser-cut plywood pieces need to be put in place as the hull build progresses. Hence there will be a dust
and debris problem. In this build, plenty of careful brushing, vacuuming and a stream of air cleaned out
the decks.

Bulwark Height
Careful checking was needed to be able to position the rails at a later stage. In Fig. 35, both planksheers
(foot rails) and roughtree rails (cap rails) are shown.
• blue: Upper Quarter Deck cap rail
• yellow: Upper Quarter Deck foot rail which is continuous with the Quarter Deck cap rail
• green: Quarter Deck foot rail

Figure 35: Bulwark Height of Quarter & Upper Quarter Deck
Rails

In order to do this, the actual height of the finished bulwark walls (not including rails and stanchions)
was determined by using both careful dimension take-offs from Plan Sheet 2 (Fig. 35) and the use of
cardboard templates as seen in Figs. 36 & 37 on the next page. The templates allowed pencil lines to be
drawn of the bulwark top edges against the planking.
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an optional approach - double
first planking thickness

Figure 36: Upper Quarter Deck Interior Cardboard Template

Figure 37: Using an Exterior Cardboard Template for Bulwark Heights

Figure 38: Bulwark Top Edges Completed
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Upper Quarter Deck Gun Port
These four guns [38 mm. cannons + ‘21 mm.’ carriages] were described earlier (in Part 2) where 27 mm.
long carriages were used instead of the supplied 21 mm. carriages. The length was reduced to 24.5 mm.
which was in keeping with Plan Sheet 2 dimensions.
Whichever carriage was utilized,
the important thing to watch was
the height of the mounted cannon
above the deck level. In Fig. 39,
the cannon in another build of
this ship was mounted too high
causing the foot rail to be cut
(broken
yellow
line)
to
accommodate the cannon barrel.
NOTE: In the drawings, the
cannon is shown below the rail
(Fig. 40).

Figure 39: Upper Quarter Deck Cannon Mounted Too High

By lowering the recesses in the carriages for the cannon
trunnions, a seated cannon height of 10.8 mm. was
achieved (Fig. 40) which was below the bulwark height
of 11.9 mm.

10. 8 mm.

With this matter clarified, the two gun ports per side for
the upper quarter deck were cut out.

Upper Quarter Deck

Figure 40: Modified Cannon Height Above Deck

Forecastle Deck Gun Port
These four guns [45 mm. cannons + 27 mm. carriages] were described earlier (Part 2).
Again, the important thing to watch was the height of the mounted cannon above the deck level. The
overall height from deck level to top of
cannon in my build was 15.2 mm.
The two gun ports per side for the
forecastle deck were then cut.

15.2 mm.

Figure 41: Forecastle Deck Cannon Height

… quarter deck gun ports also needed to be cut.
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Figure 42: Further Gun Port Openings

Gunport Batten Lining
Same comments as for the gun deck. The ‘open cut’ gun ports especially need to be lined before adding
the foot rail.

Planksheer (Foot Rail)
Option 1:
With the decision of double first
planking for the bulwarks, the finished
thickness (including the interior and
exterior second planking ) was approx.
5.2 mm. This then made it obvious
that 2 x 6 mm. timber would be used
instead of the supplied 2 x 5 mm. The
curved sections required soaking in
ammonia solution and using a shaped
form (Fig. 43).

strips of timber soaking
in dilute ammonia soln.
shaped-timber
ready to create
curved rail

It was generally found that a minimum
of
5 days ammonia soaking is
required before bending the timber.

Figure 43: Shaping the Foot Rail

The figure opposite shows part of the foot rail
in place (blue bracket) over the Forecastle
Deck bulwark but the rail under the yellow
arrow was not put in place until the curved
section (red line) was fixed.

Three different shaped forms were constructed for the required curves !
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Option 2:

A far more simplistic approach is to ignore the curves altogether and
use short straight pieces instead.

Figure 44: Curved Foot Rail/ Planksheer in Position

Figure 45: Planksheer Overview
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Chapter 3: DECK ACCESSORIES (Part 1)
Inaccessible Main Deck Carriages
Before any upper decks were installed, consideration was given to those carriages in places that would
become inaccessible (Fig 63, shaded yellow). On the main deck ten 50 mm. cannons needed to be
installed ...
1. six under the quarter deck (not including the rear window positions; refer to Fig. 63 & 64)
2. four under the forecastle deck

HISTORICAL INTEREST
In times when the cannons were not in use, it was common practice amongst many of these larger ships to provide
glass windows in front of some of the recessed cannons in order to let natural light enter the ship. It was never the
intention of this kit to provide for such windows – having built a model of HMS Victory, there was not even a single
mention of windows amongst those plans and yet that ship had many windows. So again, that is an optional choice
for the builder.

historically, a
window

‘inaccessible’ areas for
fixing gun carriages

Figure 46: Main Deck Carriage Installation

Two choices for this gunport ...
1. install a window, or
2. use a closed gunport

Figure 47: Three Inaccessible Starboard Carriages Under Quarter Deck
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Fig. 47 shows incomplete planking. Reason ? Saving on the tanganyika planks held in stock and this area not visible.

Main Deck Grates
REFER BACK TO HULL CONSTRUCTION.01
In spite of the fact that the majority of models seen tend to
retain the original colour of the light timber strips supplied, the
typical dark colour evident in preserved/ restored ships was
maintained. The downside of this stance is that the result is not
as ‘pretty’.

Figure 48: Grating on HMS Trincomalee

Grates shaded blue (Fig. 49) can all be fixed in position or
some removable. Consideration should/ could be given to ...
• installation of rings as part of gun carriage rigging
• installation of boat crutches

(source unknown, posted on Model Ship World)

Figure 49: Main Deck Grates (drawing)

Grates shaded green were constructed as one composite piece to allow for simplicity of construction.
That piece was fixed in position.

Figure 50: Main Deck Grates Fixed

In this build, all grates were fixed in position.
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Quarter Deck
fife rail

Overview

• some excess along the starboard/ port edges of the
two laser-cut halves needed to be trimmed back

hatchway

• the forward section of the deck needed a lateral
support along the hull on both sides (refer to Fig.
53)
• a breast beam was required under the forward
edge of the deck (Fig. 51)

bollards

mast
collar

lateral
support
breast
rail

• a breast rail to be constructed above the forward
edge of the deck (Fig. 51)
• other features include mast collar, hatchway,
bollards and fife rail – the latter being installed in
the reverse position to the drawings !

breast
beam
Figure 51: Quarter Deck Features

Deck Beam Construction

breast beam
lodging
knee

The simple approach adopted by many builders is to use a straight beam
(Fig. 53) but that seemed a pity considering all decks have a distinct
camber. Fig. 52 shows overlapping timbers that collectively mask this
beam. A thicker timber was used and reduced down to a curved piece. The
drawings also show what appears to be ‘lodging’ knees under every deck
beam including this breast beam. It seems to be rarely included in builds
for this ship and that is an optional choice for builders.

Figure 52: Beam
Cross-Section

Figure 53: Quarter Deck With No Beam Camber

The deck forward edge (shaded yellow)
is clearly shown in Fig. 54 as being
supported by the deck beam. However,
the kit design allows for the beam being
fixed in front of the deck edge. A
curved strip on the aft side of the beam
was used to support the forward edge of
the deck (refer to Fig. 55). This step then
creates the correct distance between the
mast centre and the forward edge.

132 mm.

Figure 54: Forward Edge of Quarter Deck
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Curved quarter deck
beam – not yet
supported
by
lodging knees (Fig.
55; yellow arrows).

Figure 55: Quarter Deck Beam (incomplete)

Before the planks were fixed over the plywood base, the fife rail and bollards were constructed that were
to go around the main mast (grates were constructed in HULL CONSTRUCTION.01).

Grates

bollards

When constructing the grates as shown in
Fig. 56, the dimensions of the strips used to
make the grates guided the size. Without
some unsightly dimensioned holes, the
grates produced were slightly different to the
drawing sizes. This really did not matter
except that the length of the opening in the
laser-cut deck needed to be reduced (Fig.
57).

fife rail

Figure 56: Quarter Deck Grates and Fittings

Figure 57: Grate Opening Reduction

Evident also are ...
two cut-outs (red blocks) in the frame to allow positioning of the fife rail posts.
•

two thin supporting strips along much of the internal length of the opening. This was because the
width of the grates was barely wider than the opening width.

•

another supporting block adjacent to the mast hole opening. This was deemed necessary since the
forward edge of the grate assembly was in line with the forward edge of the laser-cut opening.
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Deck Planking
It might be useful to repeat what was stated in Section 1 .....
‘The decking in the 17th century was usually constructed with a very light coloured timber but there is a limit to
what a kit can supply and 0.5 x 6 mm. walnut is used for the deck planking in this model. In this time period, the
width of decking timber was 10-16 inches (5.5-8.5 mm.). The kit supplies 6 mm. walnut which really is fine
but in this build, some lighter-coloured 5 mm. wide tanganika planks were held in stock.
From European forests, the length of timber varied between 20-24 feet. Settling on 20 feet (240 inches), the
length of planks for this ship at a 1:48 scale will be 127 mm. The plan sheets show continuous planking but that
seemed an over-simplification. So, 128 mm. it was (easier to divide) and a jig was set up to make the repetitious
cuts. The ‘Continental variation of the three plank shift’ was used which is illustrated in the following
diagram.’
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128
128
64

128
128

96
32

128

To create this style of planking, four different lengths were used – the actual drawing length of 128 mm +
32/64/96 mm lengths. The solid vertical line represents the forward edge of the Quarter Deck.

The planking was trimmed away around the grate opening and a little bit of adjustment was needed as
shown in Fig. 58.

extra short
piece glued
in to support
grate end
extra inserted
piece needed to
be cut back to
allow for stair
well opening

Figure 58: Quarter Deck Sanded but not Sealed

The grate was not fixed in place at this stage
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Deck Beam Completion
Two pieces of 6 x 1.5 mm. were used to
form the final appearance of the beam.

Figure 59: Quarter Deck Beam

Bulkhead B
A curved support beam (shaded
black lines) was fitted behind
where the bulkhead would fit and
sufficient to allow a small wood
strip (orange) to fit over the
forward side. This strip would then
be in line with the edge of the
upper quarter deck (red+green).
Having determined the position of
the bulkhead, a narrow strip
(purple) was glued to the quarter
deck to allow the bulkhead to be
fitted against it (a second piece
was added in after installation).
Considered adding two solid doors.

Figure 60: Bulkhead B Interpretation

May look at that later.

Figure 61: Bulkead B

Waterways
Often missing from builds, the waterways were constructed from some 2.0 x 2.0 mm. strips along each
side of the deck – and against the bulkhead (Fig. 61). Some strong sanding took off the sharp edge but
strictly speaking, it was a concave-shaped strip that formed the waterway.
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The grate was still not fixed in place at this stage.

Bench Seat
A bench seat is
shown
in
the
drawings but is often
omitted from the
construction, as seen
in Fig. 62. This
photograph is also
interesting/ useful as
solid doors are shown
in the bulkhead.
Something extra to
consider – but both
the doors and the seat
would be made from
extra material.

Figure 62: Bench Seat – to Build or
Not ?

Fife Rail
The two posts were constructed and dry-fitted in the grate openings. This then allowed for the correct
joint placement (i.e. width between posts) in the fife rail to be determined between them. The stated
drawing dimensions were determined by the grate constructions in the original model but this had to be
done using my grate own construction since the grate strips were of different dimensions. Fig. 63 shows
only 29 mm. gap between the posts but that 2 mm. made all the difference to the construction.

29 mm.

Figure 63: Fife Rail Post Separation

The fife rail and posts were fixed in position in the separate grating – the length of each post had to be
reduced to allow the ends to be fixed onto the Main Deck grating.
The assembly as shown in Fig. 63 was not yet fixed onto the Quarter Deck to allow for addition of the
ladder down to the Main Deck and for cutting of openings in the deck for the two mast bollards
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Main Mast Collar
•
•

the main mast fitting and alignment was
checked before constructing the collar
the grate was checked for position
against the collar

The collar, made from some scrap material and
reduced to a thickness of 1.5 mm., was trimmed
to shape to fit tightly against the forward end of
the grate. Again, the fitting of the main mast
was checked. None of the visible components
are fixed in place !

Figure 64: Main Mast Collar on Quarter Deck

Bollards
The holes (1.2 mm.) were drilled
approx. halfway through from each
side for all four holes. That way, any
small mis-alignments of the holes were
corrected mid-way inside the timber
and not on the outside.
In this build, the base of the bollards
was fixed onto the grating surface
underneath. This meant that the
lengths needed to be shortened overall
to 49 mm.
Figure 65: Main Mast Bollards
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Hatchway & Ladder
a. Newels
• rails were brass wire/ rod of diameter 0.81
mm. Refer to Fig. 67 for other ideas.
•

newels were shortened approx. 1.5 mm. (to
remove the rounded top seen on far right of
Fig. 66)

•

1 mm. holes were drilled up through the base
of each newel and a short brass rod/wire
inserted. The timber is very soft and this
worked out but hindsight would suggest a
slightly smaller diameter wire ? Just maybe it
would have been far simpler to just glue the
newels to the grate surface without using the
reinforcing post inserts ?

•

Figure 66: Ladder Newels

Newels were painted/ stained brown

b. Rails
Rail composition around the hatchways can have many interpretations ....

rope

timber

metal

Figure 67: Ladder Rail Composition

The ardent enthusiast will also add the double rail passing down to
the deck below .
c. Ladder
The supplied pieces were used but with only seven steps
instead of the eight as shown in the drawing (with eight, the
steps were not parallel to the Main Deck surface).

The various components
discussed above were
then fixed in position
onto the Quarter Deck.
Figure 68: Quarter
Deck Ladder
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